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Aristotle, The 
Nicomachean 
Ethics

But money has been introduced by convention 
as a kind of substitute for need or demand; 
and this is why we call it money (nomisma), 
because its value is derived, not from nature, 
but from law (nomoz), and can be altered or 
abolished at will.
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Nicholas 
Oresme, De 
Moneta

When men first began to trade, or to purchase goods with 
money, the money had no stamp or image, but a quantity of 
silver or bronze was exchanged for meat and drink and was 
measured by weight. And since it was tiresome constantly to 
resort to the scales and difficult to determine the exact 
equivalent by weighing, and since the seller could not be 
certain of the metal offered or of its degree of purity, it was 
wisely ordained by the sages of that time that pieces of 
money should be made of a given metal and of definite 
weight and that they should be stamped with a design, known 
to everybody, to indicate the quality and true weight of the 
coin, so that suspicion should be averted and the value readily 
recognized.
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Nicolaus 
Copernicus, 
Treatise On the 
Minting of Coin

1. It must not be changed in value except after ripe 
deliberation by the government authorities … . 

2. One single place must be chosen for the minting of the 
money which must be minted in the name of the entire 
country and not in the name of a single city. … 

3. When the new currency is issued, the old currency must be 
de-monetized and withdrawn from circulation. … 

4. It is essential to have an inviolable and unchangeable rule 
to mint only 20 marks and no more from a pound of silver, 
deducting only the quantity of silver necessary to cover the 
expenses of coinage. … 

5. Too great a quantity of money must not be issued. … 
6. All the different kinds of coins should be issued at the same 

time. …
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Functions of 
money

• money is a medium of exchange 
• money is a means of payments in general
• money is a means of payments of taxes
• money is a store of value
• money is a unit of account
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Money is 
inherently 
mathematical 
in nature

Source: Wikipedia, Yavar Parhizi.
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Banknotes 
are 
numbered in 
an error-
checking 
fashion

A D G K L N S U Y Z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 5 7 6 2 8 3 0 9 4

* 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9 5
2 2 3 4 0 1 7 8 9 5 6
3 3 4 0 1 2 8 9 5 6 7
4 4 0 1 2 3 9 5 6 7 8
5 5 9 8 7 6 0 4 3 2 1
6 6 5 9 8 7 1 0 4 3 2
7 7 6 5 9 8 2 1 0 4 3
8 8 7 6 5 9 3 2 1 0 4
9 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Source: Pavel Tlustý, Marek Šulista, The Algorithm Used for Numbering 
German Banknotes: What Counterfeiters Might Not Have Known. The 
International Scientific Conference INPROFORUM 2016.
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Banknotes 
are 
numbered in 
an error-
checking 
fashion

Source: Own calculations

Orig # digits # h(n,p) sum
A 0 1 1 1
D 1 2 8 9
5 5 3 4 5
2 2 4 5 0
0 0 5 4 4
3 3 6 3 2
4 4 7 9 6
1 1 8 1 5
6 6 9 3 7
U 7 10 1 6
6 6 6 0

Last digit
6
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Observations

• Existing banking and payment systems, 
while still working, are obsolete and no 
longer aligned with the constantly changing 
requirements of the modern world.

• While open access Internet protocols have 
unleashed a wave of creativity and growth 
in numerous fields, banking is not one of 
them.

• The reason stems mostly from the fact 
that successful open access protocols for 
money and identity, while sorely needed, 
are conspicuously absent at present.
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Observations

• We argue that a regulatory compliant, 
fiat-backed tokenized medium of 
exchange, can help to fill this gap.

• The corresponding tokens can be viewed 
as an electronic analogue of cash, with all 
its pluses and minuses.

• While such tokens can have numerous 
fintech applications.
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A typical 
credit card 
transaction
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What is 
blockchain 

and why it is 
needed?

Blockchain is a shared, distributed ledger that 
facilitates the process of recording transactions and 
tracking both tangible and intangible assets in a 
business network. This can potentially reduce risk and 
cutting costs for all involved.

Thousands of transactions take place every 
second. Typically, each participant has his or 
her own ledger and view of the transaction. 
This is a recipe for error, fraud and 
inefficiencies, which can be rectified is a 
transaction can be tracked in a single ledger.
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Types of 
blockchains

Distributed ledgers come in several flavors:
Unpermissioned public ledger (Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
and the myriad others)
Permissioned public ledger (Ripple, etc.)
Permissioned private ledger (R3, IBM, other 
similar projects)
Traditional centralized ledger

To control distributed ledgers a variety of 
mechanisms can be used such as:

Proof of work (pow)
Proof of stake (pos)
Proof of burn (pob)
Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance PBFT
Third party verification 13



Blockchain 
based 

transaction
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Rai or Fei -
Yapese stone 

money. 
Source: 

Wikipedia
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Medieval 
English tally 

stick. Source: 
Wikipedia
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Bitcoin  
Myth 

vs. 
Reality

Bitcoin promises are grand:
• Replacement for national currencies
• Removal of money from social and government control
• Anonymity
• Decentralization
• Taking control away from central authorities
• Etc.

Bitcoin reality is much less so:
• Low TPS and high transaction fees preventing 

everyday usage
• Struggle for control by different mining and other 

interests and hard forks
• Pseudonymity (at best)
• Centralization
• Very inefficient consensus algorithm resulting in 

enormous electricity consumption
• Etc.

And yet:
• Bitcoin can be viewed as an electronic version of treasure
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Bitcoin Google 
Trend. Source: 

Google
Bitcoin Price. 

Source: 
https://coinmark
etcap.com/curre

ncies/bitcoin/
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Bitcoin Hash 
Rate. Source: 

https://data.bitc
oinity.org/bitcoin

/hashrate/
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Ethereum  
Myth 

vs. 
Reality

Ethereum promises are even grander that Bitcoin’s:
• Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)
- the first distributed Turing-complete computer

• Smart contracts
• Distributed autonomous organizations
• Decentralization
• Etc.

Ethereum reality is much less so:
• Low TPS and high transaction fees preventing 

everyday usage
• Obsolete payment model based on gas consumption 

makes EVM a distributed calculator (at best)
• Smart contracts are not smart and prone to unfixable 

bugs
• Smart contracts are voracious consumers of collateral
• Centralization
• Very inefficient consensus algorithm
• Etc.

Any yet:
• Convenient for ICO and similar purposes
• Sufficiently robust (when not deliberately forked) 20



Ethereum 
Google Trend. 

Source: Google
Ethereum Price. 

Source: 
https://coinmark
etcap.com/curre

ncies/
Ethereum/
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Ethereum Hash 
Rate. Source: 

https://gastracker.i
o/stats/miners/
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Central Bank 
Issued Digital 
Cash (CBDC)

• Potentially, central banks could issue digital 
cash

• CBDC opens way to a better monetary policy
• But also a possibility of pushing interest rates 

into a seriously negative territory and other 
controversial policies

• On the one hand, increasing tax collection, 
fighting crime, etc.

• On the other hand, excess control over 
ordinary citizens

• In principle, it would be possible to open a 
checking account at central bank directly, 
thus making retail banks obsolete

• In practice, it is more convenient to do by 
issuing licenses for narrow banks

Lipton 23



Utility 
Settlement 

Coin

• CBDC is technically possible but politically complicated
• Hence several alternatives have been proposed
• One promising venue is USC, which is developed by a 

consortium of
• banks and a fintech startup called Clearmatics
• Initially, USC can be an internal token for a consortium of 

participating banks
• These coins have to be fully collateralized by electronic cash 

balances of these banks, which are held by the Central Bank 
itself

• Eventually, these coins can be circulated among a larger 
group of participants

• However, in this case, issuance of USCs has to be outsourced 
to a narrow bank

Lipton 24



Stable coins

• Experience shows that all decentralized crypto coins are inherently
unstable, which makes them less than useful for commercial
applications
• Unfortunately, building a successful stable token is hard
• Contrary to the often made claims, it is not possible to build a truly
decentralized stable token, so that any potentially successful stable
coin has to be partially centralized
• The degree of decentralization can vary. There are three approaches:

• Fully collateralized custodial tokens
• Tokens over collateralized with cryptos
• Dynamically stabilized tokens 

• Only fully collateralized tokens can be stable, even under extreme 
circumstances

• Tokens collateralized by fiat and tokens collateralized by real assets
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Fiat fully 
collateralized 

coins

• Custodial coins fully collateralized with .at are 
relatively centralized as their creation and 
annihilation is performed by a single party.

• Once a coin is created, and before it is 
destroyed, it can freely move on the 
corresponding blockchain.

• Given this semi-centralized design, custodial 
coins are particularly prone to regulatory 
influences.

• They must be regulatory compliant in order to 
be able to survive.

• Several coins of this nature, including Tether 
and TrueUSD, either already exist or are being 
currently designed. 

• In my mind               (https://silamoney.com/) 
uses a particularly promising framework. Full 
disclosure – I am CTO of Silamoney. 26
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Fiat partially 
collateralized 

coins

• Saga is one of a new breed of crypto currencies, which 
are characterized by time-varying degree of 
collateralization, starting their life as fully collateralized 
and eventually becoming fully free-floating.

• Such coins cannot be stable in the long run, regardless 
of the theoretical arguments put forward by their 
backers.

• History has been brutal to such schemes.
• The moment governments start to manipulate the 

gold content of their coinage, the value of their coins 
plummets precipitously.

• The story of the assignats, used as money during the 
French Revolution illustrates this point with extreme 
clarity.

• In the 1970s the inflation was triggered after the US 
dropped the gold peg. Volcker eventually brought it 
under control by using all the tools available to the 
Fed.

• Since clear that Saga doesn’t have such tools at its 
disposal and hence is very prone to the death spiral.

• It seems that it is currently inactive.
Lipton (CNAM)
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Crypto over 
collateralized 

coins

• An alternative approach to creating stabilized coins is 
to use unstable native crypto coins, specifically Ether, 
and smart contracts, which guarantee that stable 
coins, representing a sliver of the total, are massively 
overcollateralized.

• This collateral cushion is supposed to create a natural 
floor for the value of the coin.

• A typical example is Dai issued by MakerDAO.
• As many other crypto ideas, this one can be traced 

back to conventional financial engineering concepts, 
specifically, trading on the margin and creation of 
collateralized debt obligations (CDO) tranches.

• Needless to say that under normal conditions, the 
corresponding coins are indeed stable, however, if 
there is a sudden jump down in the value of the 
underlying Ether, then the value of the corresponding 
coin will go below par.

• Experience suggests that it is not even necessary for 
the actual breach of the floor to occur. A mere 
perception of such a possibility is sufficient to make 
coins value less than par.

• Lipton
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Dynamically 
stabilized 

coins

• While the idea of dynamic stabilization of a coin 
contradicts common sense and historical experience, it 
has recently gripped the imagination of investor 
community and hence is worth investigating is some 
detail.

• Basis is a representative example of such a coin.
• Denuded of the amenities, the algorithm works as 

follows.
• If the value of the coin is going up (a relatively easy case), 

then, not surprisingly, new coins are issued and distributed 
amongst the holders (say proportionally).

• If the value of the coin is going down (a more complex 
case), then bond-like instruments are issued in exchange 
for coins, which are burned. As a result, the number of 
coins in circulation goes down and, in theory, their price is 
going up.
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Dynamically 
stabilized 

coins

• A simple Gedanken experiment shows that this stabilization cannot work in 
the long run and will collapse when the bonds will come due.

• Algorithms of this type have been known for a long time. For example, 
Baron Munchausen is famous for using it and pulling himself and the horse 
on which he was riding out of a mire by his own hair.

• More recently, similar ideas were entertained by academic economists who 
proposed a mechanism for fixing the price of gold by a government in terms 
of its own fiat without keeping any gold in reserve.

• Needless to say that, even with all the coercion mechanisms at their 
disposal, no government was ever able to achieve such a feat. The 
probability of a crypto algorithm lacking such mechanisms to succeed is 
even lower.

• As an aside, the Quantity Theory of Money (QTM), which is used as a 
foundational concept underpinning Basis, has been discredited for decades, 
and doesn.t pass muster with scientific analysis, not to mention common 
sense, see, e.g., Keynes.
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Asset-backed 
coins

• The idea of anchoring value of paper currency in baskets of real assets is old
• Gold and silver as well as bi-metallic standards have been used for centuries
• Two approaches are common:  a redeemable currency backed by a basket of 

commodities; a tabular standard currency indexed to a basket of commodities.
• Joseph Lowe (1822) was the first to explain how to use a tabular standard of value 

to the price inflation; Poulett Scrope (1833) developed a similar plan based on a 
basket of 50 commodities; William Jevons (1877) developed these ideas (much) 
further and proposed an indexation scheme based on a basket of a 100 
commodities; Alfred Marshall (1887) proposed a similar tabular standard; Irving 
Fisher (1911) developed a mixed tabular/gold standard which he called 
“compensated dollar” proposal.

• Frank Graham (1933), inspired by developments during the Great Depression 
developed an automatic countercyclical policy based on 100 percent backing of 
bank deposits by commodities and goods; Benjamin Graham (1933) proposed 
backing the USD with a commodity basket at 60% and gold at 40%; Friedrich Hayek 
(1943) extended proposals by Grahams to establishing a universal basket of 
commodities, which every country would use to back its currency; John Maynard 
Keynes (1941-1943) proposed the bancor, an international currency defined in 
terms of a weight of gold (the bancor is supposed to be a multilateral transaction 
currency); Nicholas Kaldor (1963) proposed a new commodity standard, which he 
also called bancor, a commodity reserve currency.
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Digital trade 
coin (DTC) 

Lipton, 
Hardjono, 
Pentland, 

Transactions 
Royal Society 

2018
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DTC
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DTC 
stabilization
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The Silk Road
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Pieces of 
eight

36



DTC 
stabilization
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DTC 
advantages
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Libra –
Elephant in 
china shop

• Libra is a new “cryptocurrency” recently introduced by 
Facebook.

• As Samuel Johnson famously put it: “Your manuscript is 
both good and original; but the part that is good is not 
original, and the part that is original is not good.”
• It looks like Facebook adds to the list introduced by 

Marx a new entry:
• C-M-C’
• M-C-M’
• M=C

• Libra will not help to bank the unbanked.
• In reality, if Libra becomes popular in developing 

countries, it will result in a runaway inflation, because its 
issuance is not immunized.

• Also, it seems rather far fetched and slightly demeaning 
to suggest a company scrip as a future of money.
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Conclusions

• The idea of distributed ledgers is not new
• Modern technology gives it a new lease of life
• Potentially, distributed ledgers have numerous 

applications in finance
• Cryptocurrencies are the best known but not the only 

ones
• Conventional cryptocurrencies are interesting but not very 

promising
• Digital cash is very promising avenue
• If physical cash disappears, it is possible to imagine a 

future where everyone has direct access to central bank 
cash, albeit indirectly

• Retail banks may bifurcate into narrow banks and 
investment pools

• Asset-backed cryptocurrencies can serve as a much 
needed counterpoint for fiat currencies
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